Welcome Back! Happy Friday

4th Annual
Day 2

NAPCRG
International Conference on PRACTICE FACILITATION

Winners
Aashka Bhatt
Stephanie Kirchner
ratemyskyperoom

Suspenders & extra pair of pants
Meg Bowen

Increase Knowledge

Zsolt
Melinda

Co-chairs

Listen

Vote
Favorite poster

Fill out evaluation conference

Thanks!
Strategies & Best Practices in Virtual Facilitation

ICE BREAKERS
Scavenger Hunt: People searching in their house for objects
What’s your favorite color & why?
National Day
Pag Check-In
Word Warm-Up

CHECK IN
Let’s us in to the group
How are you feeling today?

CHECK IN
a simple check-in
SPACE to decompress
Assuring Confidentiality
SAFE SPACE

PREP/EDUCATION
Engage in my own education on different platforms
Getting Comfortable w/ the virtual technology
Work Smart not Hard

CLARITY
It’s important to SHOW CLEAR VIRTUAL CUES

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
Challenging w/ new practices
Time saved travelling, invest in meeting w/ champion, team lead.
One on ones SO IMPORTANT
Work Out Loud, Together

WOULD LIKE MORE INFO
Study the costs of Virtual Facilitation comparing costs to relationships actual $ $
Study Ice Breakers

THOUGHTS FROM PARTICIPANTS

NAPCRG
International Conference on Practice Facilitation
Strategies & Best Practices in Virtual Facilitation

Panelists:
- Meg Bowen
- Oyinkansola Ogunrinde
- Molly Volk
- Katherine Dollar
- Shannon Readen

Moderator: Ann Romer

Growth
- How much I learned from THEM

Connecting w/ CARING people across the country

Preparation, getting educated

Improving the Health Care System we are ALL part of

Different ways to engage on a document

NAPCRG
International Conference on Practice Facilitation